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INTRODUCTION

MISSION
VISION

The CFES supports growth and communication within its members to ensure their moral, intellectual, cultural, academic,
social, and economic well-being.
The Federation represents and promotes Canadian undergraduate engineering students on a national and international
level.
The CFES will not align itself with any political partisan movement.
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MISSION
The goal of the CFES is to solicit, represent, organize and exchange views,
information, and activities pertinent to the goals of the members at a national
level to improve the quality and scope of Canadian engineering education and
experience. The means by which this will be done are:
1. Offering bilingual opportunities which foster the development of the
following facets of an engineering education:
• Leadership
• Professional and Ethical Qualities
• Engineering Identity

• Technical Proficiency
• Communication

2. Provides representation on issues relevant to engineering students in
Canada and affiliate itself with any organization pursuing the same goals,
3. Promotes the free exchange of ideas and experiences to support the
constant evolution of student environments across Canada.
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MEMBERS
MEMBERSHIP
54 Members at 44 Institutions representing 85,000 Engineering Students

Western Region (12)

Ontario (17)
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Quebec (12)

Atlantic (13)
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STUDENT PARTNERS
PARTNERS
STUDENT
Regional Associations

International Partners
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PROFESSIONAL PARTNERS
PROFESSIONAL
PARTNERS
Current

Developing
National Council of Deans of
Engineering and Applied Science
Le Conseil canadien des doyens
d’ingénierie et des sciences appliquées

Government Support
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OFFICERSTRUCTURE
TEAM OVERVIEW
Commissioners

Board of Directors
Ontario
Ambassador

Atlantic
Ambassador
National Councillor

Quebec
Ambassador

West
Ambassador

National Councillor

Board Chair

Communications
Bilingualism
Corporate Relations

President

Engineering Change Lab
VP Academic

VP Finance & Admin

VP International

VP Services

National Executive

Social Issues

Activity Managers
L6S

PM

CDE

Congress

Information Technology

CSE
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WORKING GROUPS & BOARD COMMITTEES
The Working Groups which will be operating in 20192020 (with responsible CFES Officer in brackets) are:
• Advocacy Working Group
(VP Academic)
• Bilingualism Working Group
(Bilingualism Commissioner)
• Sustainability Working Group
(Leadership Development Commissioner)
• International Working Group
(VP International)
• Corporate Relations Working Group
(Corporate Relations Commissioner)
The Board Committees operating will be the Finance
Committee and Audit Committee
CFES / FCEG 2020-2021
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STRATEGIC FOCUSES 2018-2021
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Build Relationships with Major Stakeholders in the Engineering Community
Identify, Research, and Advocate for Student Issues
Diversify our Income Streams
Improve Individual and Collective Transition Strategies
Facilitate Inter-Member Collaboration and Development of New Services
Increase the Impact of our Existing Services
Develop Initiatives on Environmental Sustainability
CFES / FCEG 2020-2021
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MEETING & EVENT DETAILS

ANNUAL OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW
ANNUAL
Technical Development
July 2020

General Assembly

Thematic Conference

Lean Six Sigma @ York University

September 2020

President’s Meeting @ Université Laval

November 2020

Conference on Diversity in Engineering @ University of Calgary

January 2021

Canadian Engineering Leadership Conference @ Ryerson University

February 2021

Canadian Engineering Competition @ University of New Brunswick Fredericton Campus
Conference on Sustainability in Engineering @ Université de
Sherbrooke

March 2021
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LEANPRESIDENT’S
SIX SIGMA CERTIFICATION
MEETING
WHAT?

WHERE?
Venue: York University

Lean and six sigma are two different concepts that
complement each other. Lean aims at reducing wastes by
streamlining a process and six sigma aims at reducing
defects by effective problem solving.

WHEN?

This certification gives the Canadian students all the tools
to head Green Belt projects. In collaboration with Abacus
Team, the students will own a Green Belt certification at
the end of the weekend.

Dates: July 2020

WHO ATTENDS?
60 students per weekend. Maximum total of 120 people
overall.

A series of networking events will be happening after each
day of training. These events will allow students to meet
industry professionals in the Lean Six Sigma field.

• Any students who are interested in getting their
certification in Lean Six Sigma.

WEBSITE PAGE
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PRESIDENT’S MEETING
WHO ATTENDS?
60-90 delegates comprising of:
•

VP Externals or equivalent

•

Officer Team

WHY ATTEND?
This meeting serves as an introduction to the CFES and a
chance to deeply understand your role as a member and
stakeholder of the organization, a chance to network with
fellow engineering societies, informational sessions, and
preparation for Congress.
Each member is expected to send a representative.
Smaller schools can apply for Small School Travel Funding
– contact vpfa@cfes.ca.
CFES / FCEG 2020-2021
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PRESIDENT’S MEETING
WHAT?
The CFES President’s meeting is a gathering between the
CFES Board of Directors, the National Executive, and
members.

WHERE?
Venue: Université Laval/ Online

WHEN?

The first few days of the meeting are focused on
discussion groups, giving attendees the chance to both
insight from each other and provide input into the growth
and direction of the CFES.
On the final day, a General Assembly session takes place
where member representatives can propose resolutions
and vote on important decisions.

Dates: September 24th to 27th, 2020
WEBSITE PAGE
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CONFERENCE
ON
DIVERSITY
PRESIDENT’S
MEETING
WHAT?

WHERE?
Venue: University of Calgary/ Online

WHEN?
Dates: Novembre 2020
Arrival and departure times will be communicated by
September. Contact vps@cfes.ca in meantime.

Previously known as the National Conference on Women
in Engineering (NCWIE), CDE aims to develop knowledge
surrounding the variety of individuals, cultures and
perspectives found within engineering communities. CDE
further aims to instill a notion of positivity and
togetherness in creating spaces that value the differences
between groups of engineering students and
professionals.
CDE supports our mission by creating networking
opportunities and gain an appreciation of the issues
pertaining to diversity in engineering, all while inspiring
leadership and active participation in all facets of
engineering education..
WEBSITE PAGE & PAST PHOTOS
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CONFERENCE
ON
DIVERSITY
PRESIDENT’S
MEETING
WHO ATTENDS?
150-200 delegates comprising of:
•

Any students who are interested in improving diversity
in the engineering community

WHY ATTEND?
• Meet and hear from successful talented speakers
prepared to share their experience and knowledge on
how to embrace diversity in order to better address the
complex, interdisciplinary problems of society.
• Become equipped to appropriately address issues to
create a more inclusive and thriving community
• Gain a solid understanding of the issues minorities
encounter in the engineering profession
CFES / FCEG 2020-2021
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CANADIAN ENGINEERING
LEADERSHIP
PRESIDENT’S
MEETINGCONFERENCE
WHAT?

WHERE?

CFES Congress is an annual, bilingual, student-run
conference that has two primary objectives. The first is
that CFES Congress is the annual general meeting of the
CFES and the second is that it provides a platform from
which students can collaborate with and learn from our
industry partners, sponsors and fellow students.

WHEN?

CFES Congress boasts a wide range of speakers and topics
ranging from professional presentations from our sponsors
and industry partners to student led roundtables and
panels that dissect the finer points of running student
organizations.

Venue: Online

Dates: January, 2021
Arrival and departure times will be communicated by
October. Contact vps@cfes.ca in meantime.

WEBSITE PAGE & PAST PHOTOS
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CANADIAN ENGINEERING
LEADERSHIP
PRESIDENT’S
MEETINGCONFERENCE
WHO ATTENDS?
150-200 delegates comprising of:
•

VP Externals or Equivalent

•

Students who are involved with or are looking to get involved with their Eng Socs

•

Students involved with other extra-curricular initiatives

• Officer Team

WHY ATTEND?
• A platform from which students can collaborate with and learn from our industry
partners, sponsors and fellow students
• National transfer of knowledge – provides students with tangible, real-life examples
and advice on how to improve their personal and professional skills
• Great stepping stone for younger students, prompts enthusiasm
Each member is expected to send a representative. Smaller schools can apply for Small
School Travel Funding – contact vpfa@cfes.ca.
CFES / FCEG 2020-2021
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CANADIAN
ENGINEERING
COMPETITION
PRESIDENT’S
MEETING
WHAT?

WHERE?

Each year, the Canadian Engineering Competition (CEC)
brings together 200+ of the most innovative and creative
engineering undergraduate students from across the
nation to compete against each other in design,
consulting, presentation and debate. Each competition
category at CEC challenges its participants to expand their
frame of reference and to identify solutions to problems
experienced by our profession.

Venue: University of New Brunswick/ Online

WHEN?
Dates: February 26th-28th, 2021
Arrival and departure times will be communicated by
January. Contact vps@cfes.ca in meantime.

There are 8 competition streams held at CEC:

WHO ATTENDS?
Students who have won 1st or 2nd place at their Local and
Regional Competitions

CFES / FCEG 2020-2021

JUNIOR DESIGN

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

SENIOR DESIGN

PROGRAMMING

CONSULTING

DEBATE

COMMUNICATION

RE-ENGINEERING
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CONFERENCE
ON SUSTAINABILITY
PRESIDENT’S
MEETING
WHAT?

WHERE?
Venue: Université de Sherbrooke/ Online

WHEN?
Dates: March 12th-14th, 2021 (unofficial)
Arrival and departure times will be communicated by
December. Contact vps@cfes.ca in meantime.
WHO ATTENDS?
150-200 delegates comprising of:
• Any students who are interested in improving
sustainability in the engineering community
• Students who are interested in the technical
certification training course

CSE is the newest initiative of the CFES that was
established to gather engineering students from across
Canada to learn and discuss the applicability of
sustainability in engineering.
CSE provides a stage for engineering students across
Canada to discuss innovative ideas and learn from fellow
students and professionals in order to further their
understanding of sustainability in the Engineering field.
A highlight of the conference will be a technical
certification course that is offered. Details will be given
through official communication; contact vps@cfes.ca with
any questions in the meantime!
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ADVOCACY & REPRESENTATION

ACADEMIC
ADVOCACY
MISSION
Overview
The CFES works to provide a voice for student concerns on a national level by working with groups like Engineers Canada,
the Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board, and the National Council of Deans in Engineering and Applied Science.

Stances
Our advocacy is focused on our members’ concerns
through our use of Stances. To be accepted, each stance
requires a least 75% approval.
Our VP Academic works with the Academic Working
Group to research and develop Stances in areas that our
members have shown interest, and then brings the passed
stances to relevant bodies and advocates for change.
CFES / FCEG 2020-2021
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ANNUAL
OVERVIEW
EXTERNAL
REPRESENTATION

Professional & Student
Partner Events

Academic-Focused Meeting
& Conferences
CFES / FCEG 2020-2021

Engineering Change Lab
Workshops
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QUESTIONS?
PRESIDENT@CFES.CA
REACH OUT:
cfes.ca
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